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1 Look at the underlined verbs and write I for 
in� nitive or G for gerund.
1 I managed to climb the mountain. I
2 He continued climbing in the snow. 
3 She decided to take a rest. 
4 We can’t stand abseiling. 
5 He doesn’t mind walking in the rain. 
6 I can’t a� ord to go on holiday this year. 
7 � ey refused to do the climb. 
8 She practises skiing every weekend 

in winter. 

2 Write the verbs that take the in� nitive or the 
gerund in Exercise 1. Add two more verbs to each 
column.

  + in� nitive + gerund
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3 Choose the correct option.
1 I � nished reading / to read a great book yesterday.
2 She hopes going / to go to Australia one day.
3 We should avoid climbing / to climb the mountain 

in bad weather.
4 � ey’re planning reaching / to reach the peak 

tomorrow.
5 He agreed helping / to help with the expedition.
6 We feel like going / to go on an adventure.
7 I can’t stand sleeping / to sleep in a tent.
8 � ey hoped being / to be home by now.

4 Complete the sentences using the correct form of 
the verbs in the list.
descend | take | hike | feel | see | come

1 I really dislike  hiking  in the rain. (gerund)
2 We expected  more people 

on the mountain trail. (in� nitive)
3 He managed  a year o�  from 

his studies to go travelling. (in� nitive)
4 She can’t stand  cold. 

(gerund)
5 � ey promised  on holiday 

with me. (in� nitive)
6 You should avoid  the 

mountain until the weather improves. (gerund)

5 Choose the correct sentences.
1 to think about a past experience: b
 a.  Did you remember to put the map in your bag?
 b.  Do you remember pu� ing the map in your bag?
2 to not think of doing something that you should 

have done: 
 a.  I’ll never forget meeting Jack Smith.  
 b.  I forgot to meet Jack Smith yesterday.
3 to take a pause in one activity in order to do a 

di� erent one: 
 a.  He stopped smoking because it’s unhealthy.  
 b.  He stopped to smoke a cigare� e.
4 to be sorry about something in the future: 
 a.  I regret going on the trip because the weather 

was awful.  
 b.  I regret to inform you that the trip is cancelled.

6 Correct the underlined mistake in each sentence. 
1 I’d like visiting Japan one day.   to visit
2 She forgot closing the window. 
3 He can’t stand to swim in the sea. 
4 they feel like to go to the cinema. 
5 Remember taking an umbrella. 
6 Sue suggested to meet at 4pm.  


